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Abstract

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) represents how users come to accept and use a given technology and can be applied to teachers’ use of educational technologies. Here the model is extended to incorporate teachers’ perceived usability and self-efficacy measures toward the technologies they are currently using. The authors administered a survey to K–12 teachers in two rural school districts in Virginia, and 99 teachers responded. We then analyzed the responses with both reliability statistics and general linear modeling techniques. The results indicated that the incorporation of perceived usability into the TAM explained more variance and was more influential to TAM elements than its absence, thereby supporting the importance, positive influence, and necessity of evaluating usability when investigating educational technology acceptance and usage behavior. Furthermore, the study found teachers’ technology self-efficacy (TSE) was more beneficial to the TAM than their computer self-efficacy (CSE); however, this impact might vary for the evaluations of different populations and technologies. (Keywords: Education technology, Technology Acceptance Model, K–12 teaching, IT diffusion and adoption, perceived usability, self-efficacy)

User acceptance, satisfaction, and perceived usability of innovative technologies are crucial to the diffusion of those technologies. Human–computer interaction research seeks to understand and utilize the determinants of user technology acceptance to influence the technology design and implementation processes and minimize user resistance. The emphasis is placed on understanding users’ usage behaviors toward the technology through usability testing and evaluation methods, which are targeted to ensure that users can operate a technology efficiently, effectively, and satisfactorily. However, researchers place less emphasis on the evaluation of the users’ characteristics (or vital psychological elements) that considerably contribute to users’ perceptions toward the technologies. Essentially, there is a reasonable assumption that usability is a prerequisite of acceptance; thus, if a technology is considered highly usable and useful, it will most likely
be highly accepted by its targeted users. This is often not the case, as many technologies have been perceived as highly usable and useful but were never accepted by the targeted users (Dillon, 2001). Such technologies were developed without an adequate understanding of the targeted user population.

Research has shown that users’ psychological variables (cognitive style, personality, self-efficacy, demographics, user-situational variables, etc.) can have different levels of influence on user technology acceptance (Alavi & Joachimsthaler, 1992). However, few human–computer interaction researchers have attempted to combine both core technological (those pertaining to system usability) and psychological (those pertaining to the users’ characteristics) variables into a unified theory for design and implementation purposes (Dillon, 2001). The closest and most researched theoretical model to represent attributes from both variable categories is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The TAM is a theoretical model that predicts how a user comes to accept and use a given information technology. It specifies casual relationships among external variables, belief and attitudinal constructs, and actual usage behavior (Hubona & Kennick, 1996). The model suggests that when users are presented with a particular information technology, a number of factors, notably perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, influence their decision of how and when they will use the technology. The original TAM models users’ cognitive, affective, and behavioral responses toward the particular technology in question. The perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use elements represent users’ cognitive responses to using the technology. These cognitive responses then influence the users’ affective response (attitude) toward using the technology. The users’ affective response ultimately drives their behavioral response (i.e., their behavioral intention to use) toward technology (Burton-Jones & Hubona, 2005). Figure 1 presents the primary elements of the original TAM, which include perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEU), attitudes toward using (AT), and behavioral intention to use (BI). Collectively these elements predict the users’ actual system usage (i.e., usage behavior).

The TAM can be used to evaluate (a) new technologies, by measuring the behavioral intention to use (BI); and/or (b) currently used technologies, by measuring usage behavior (UB—e.g., actual use).
Many researchers in various disciplines have developed a multitude of revisions and extensions to the TAM (Burton-Jones & Hubona, 2005; Davis, 1993). Nevertheless, a critical limitation of the TAM is its lack of emphasis on the system characteristics, which may influence user acceptance, as in usability evaluations. TAM studies have shown that this model can explain approximately 50% of the variance in technology acceptance levels (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Could it be that some of the unexplained variance is clarified by users’ perceived usability of the technology?

The importance of usability and its evaluations are relatively new concepts (i.e., within the past 2–3 decades). The original TAM was created prior to the increase in demand for technology usability assessments and, therefore, does not include essential measures relating to users’ perceived usability of the technology. In this study, four usability metrics are added to the perceived ease of use element of the TAM to assess whether perceived usability helps explain more variance in users’ technology acceptance levels. This study evaluates teachers’ technology acceptance of the technologies they are currently using; thus, the behavioral intention to use is eliminated and the focus is on usage behavior. Ideally, incorporation of the TAM, or even some of its elements, into usability testing initiatives might help capture the full spectrum of understanding users’ technology acceptances and predict their technology usage behaviors.

Another concern this paper addresses is the relationship between self-efficacy and user technology acceptance. Self-efficacy is one’s belief in his or her ability to execute a particular task. Venkatesh and Davis (1996) found that computer self-efficacy (CSE) acts as a determinant of perceived ease of use (PEU) both before and after hands-on use with a system (V. Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). Other researchers have also found an influence of CSE on the TAM (Chen, Huang, & Shih, 2002; Downey, 2006; Strong, DiShaw, & Brady, 2006). Researchers have also evaluated the influence of users’ self-efficacy toward the type or subject of the targeted system, such as Internet and e-learning self-efficacy, on the TAM. However, TAM research has not yet evaluated the users’ self-efficacy toward the particular technology in question (i.e., TSE) and the relevance it may have on their acceptance. This study assesses the influential differences of both CSE and TSE and finds TSE to be more influential than CSE to the TAM outcome. This study evaluates only the four elements of Figure 1 directly affected by the concerns investigated: external variables (EV), perceived ease of use (PEU), perceived usefulness (PU), and attitudes toward using (AT).

**Literature Review**

**Usability and Technology Acceptance**
Shackel (1991) described usability as a system’s capability to be used by humans effectively and easily. His idea of an acceptable system is one that
satisfies its users’ requirements for utility, usability, and cost. Usability may be seen as a combination of the following goals: effectiveness, efficiency, safety, utility, learnability, and memorability (Preece, 1994; Preece & Rodgers, 2002). In the original Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), perceived ease of use represents the degree to which a technology will be free from effort, thus measuring the degree of users’ perceived understanding, mental effort, ease of use, and flexibility of a given technology (Davis, 1989). Venkatesh (2000) provided the most noted TAM extension in relation to usability as he attempted to identify the key determinants of the perceived ease of use element of the TAM. Venkatesh theorized the existence of anchor and adjustment factors, which affect perceived ease of use. He suggested that before users have experience with the system, they are expected to anchor (i.e., CSE, perceptions of external control, computer anxiety, computer playfulness) their system-specific perceived ease of use of the new system to their general beliefs regarding computers and computer use. Additionally, as the users’ experience with the system increases, they are expected to adjust (i.e., perceived enjoyment and objective usability) their system-specific perceived ease of use to reflect their system interactions.

Venkatesh (2000) evaluated his anchors and adjustments on the perceived ease of use with three populations: 70 employees from a retail electronic store on a new help-desk system, 160 employees of a real estate agency on a new property management system, and 52 employees on a new payroll application. He found that these variables can explain up to 60% of the variance in a technology’s perceived ease of use, twice the amount currently understood. He also found perceived ease of use to be the primary driver in technology acceptance, adoption, and usage behavior. Thus, according to his research, individual’s general beliefs toward computers are significantly strong determinants of system-specific perceived ease of use, even after system experience. Unfortunately, he evaluated only objective usability (i.e., the ratio of time spent by the subject to the time spent by the expert on the same set of tasks), which did not account for the users’ subjective usability perceptions.

Usability is especially important for the educational domain. The failures of an educational system may stem from the lack of pedagogical support within the systems (Maurer, 1997; Turoff, 1995; Wade & Lyng, 2000). However, many software development companies do not have instructional design processes and evaluation procedures for teachers and/or students prior to distribution (Higgins, Boone, & Williams, 2000; Mills, 2001; Sugar, 2001; Williams, Boone, & Kingsley, 2004). Teachers wonder whether the design of educational software meets the instructional requirements for flexibility and attention to individual needs (Hinostroza & Mellar, 1993; Shiratuddin & Landoni, 2002). Nonetheless, literature on the usability of educational software remains scarce (Williams et al., 2004).
Self-Efficacy and Technology Acceptance

As previously mentioned, self-efficacy is one's belief in his or her ability to execute a particular task or behavior (Bandura, 1986). More specifically, CSE measures one's confidence in mastering a new technology (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). If a person has a high CSE, then he/she believes he/she will be successful in using the technology, and if a person demonstrates low CSE, then the person may believe he/she will have difficulty using the technology purposefully on his/her own (Lai, 2008). Venkatesh and Davis (1996) found that CSE acts as a determinant of perceived ease of use both before and after hands-on use with a system (Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). Other TAM researchers have found an influence of CSE on the TAM (Chen et al., 2002; Downey, 2006; Strong et al., 2006).

TAM researchers have also evaluated the influence of users' e-learning self-efficacy (Grandon, Alshare, & Kwan, 2005; Park, 2009) and internet self-efficacy (Lai, 2008; Ma & Liu, 2007) on their technology acceptance. E-learning self-efficacy refers to the personal confidence in finding information and communicating with an instructor within the e-learning system and the necessary skills for using the system. E-learning self-efficacy has been found to have an indirect effect on students' intentions through perceived ease of use (Grandon, et al., 2005). However, Park (2009) found that e-learning self-efficacy was the most important construct, followed by subjective norm, in influencing the behavioral intention to use e-learning.

Internet self-efficacy focuses on how one believes he/she can accomplish (i.e., establish, maintain, and utilize) the Internet now or in the future (Lai, 2008). Ma and Liu (2007) argued that Internet self-efficacy is more than a judgment of one's capability of applying internet skills; it is a measure of individual specific skills in using an Internet browser. They found internet self-efficacy explained 48% of the variation in perceived ease of use and the full model explained 80% of the variance in of healthcare professionals' behavioral intentions to use web-based medical record applications (Ma & Liu, 2007).

Self-efficacy can also influence teachers' perceptions of interactive classroom technologies. Albion (2001) found the most significant predictor of self-efficacy for technology use is the frequency of teachers' technology usage. Attitude and self-efficacy significantly influence computer use in the classroom (Herman, 2002). Improvement in self-efficacy and development of positive attitudes can increase classroom technology usage (Delcourt & Kinzie, 1993). Clark (2000) investigated 28 urban middle school teachers' perspectives of their technology usage. Results indicated teachers believe technology is an essential component of their classrooms and more technology is needed. They reported opposing attitudes in relation to the need for more technology training, and most teachers felt confident in their ability to use technology.
Fordham and Vannatta (2005) assessed 177 teachers’ characteristics to identify the specific indicators that predict classroom technology usage. They concluded that time commitment to teaching, openness to change, and sufficient training are the best predictors of usage. Additionally, teachers with high self-efficacy and openness to change were more likely to use technology in instruction. Schechter (2000) discovered a significant relationship between teachers’ comfort and proficiency with using technology and the degree to which they integrate it in their classrooms. An evaluation of teachers’ self-efficacy toward technology usage must also be considered when assessing their attitudes toward technology usage.

**Teachers’ Attitudes and Technology Acceptance**

Teachers who demonstrate positive attitudes and perceptions as well as high self-confidence toward technology usage may be more likely to utilize technology for instruction. Additionally, high technology acceptance may alleviate second-order barriers (i.e., increasing teachers’ beliefs toward educational technology and their willingness to change teaching practices to utilize technology). Personal factors, including subject matter, gender, and teaching experience, are strongly associated with teachers’ attitudes and perceptions toward classroom technology usage (Jimoyiannis & Komis, 2007). Furthermore, teachers’ attitudes on the usefulness of such technologies are significant in determining their intentions to use them (Hu, Clark, & Ma, 2003; Ma, Andersson, & Streith, 2005).

 Teachers’ attitudes toward technology usage are an essential factor in assisting successful classroom technology integration (Bitner & Bitner, 2002). Sheingold and Hadley (1990) studied teachers’ integration of computer software into their classrooms. Technologies evaluated were word processing tools, instructional software, analytic and information tools, programming and operating systems, games and simulations, and graphics and operating tools. It was discovered that teachers’ attitudes toward computers and educational software can significantly influence their students’ attitudes toward the technology if adequate support and time for teachers to learn the technology is provided. Years later, teachers’ attitudes are still an important part of technology infusion into the classroom environment (Demetriadis, Barbas et al., 2003).

 Teachers’ educational beliefs are strong indicators of their planning, instructional decisions, and classroom practices (Czerniak, Lumpe, Haney, & Beck, 1999; Pajares, 1992). Crawley and Koballa (1992) found that attitude is the greatest predictor of science teachers’ intention to use inquiry-based teaching methods critical to reform efforts in Texas. ChanLin (2005) surveyed 363 teachers to assess their perceptions about approaching technology. The study inquired about environmental, personal, social, and curriculum issues relating to technology integration. Results indicated that teachers who embrace creative teaching methods tend to have higher positive
attitudes toward technology use in the classroom. Norton and McRobbie (2000) investigated the relationships between teachers' beliefs about teaching mathematics, their practices, and their attitudes toward using computers in their teaching. It was discovered that these contextual factors significantly contributed to their resistance to technology integration. Thus, a relationship exists between attitudes toward and usage of instructional technology.

Brownell, Haney, and Sternberg (1997) questioned teachers and administrators about their perceived needs for technology as part of professional development experiences for teachers. Whereas seventy-seven percent of the respondents stated their district's teachers have positive attitudes toward technology in the classroom, 90% reported the same for their administrators; however, only 17% perceived that teachers in their district were skilled enough to integrate technology into their teaching. These past studies stress the importance of teachers' attitudes toward technology use in the classroom.

**TAM Evaluations of External Variables and Attitude toward Using**

External variables are essentially a variety of variables that are expected to influence users' technology acceptance behavior. These “individual difference factors” consist of, but are not limited to, user characteristics (i.e., age, self-efficacy, anxiety, playfulness, prior experience, level of education, etc.), political influences, and organizational factors that are typically pre-existing before the study takes place (Szajna, 1996). Although some previous TAM studies acknowledged that the existence of external variables has an impact on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, most of the TAM studies ignored the evaluation of such variables. Consequently, most TAM studies and extensions do not adequately account for users’ external difficulties and psychological interactions with given technologies. The role of external variables affecting usage behavior within the TAM has not been well investigated (Hubona & Geitz, 1997), even though Venkatesh (2000) suggested that the initial drivers of perceived ease of use are largely dependent on individual difference variables and situational characteristics.

TAM research conducted by Hubona and associates presents perhaps the most extensive evaluations of the impact of external variables on actual system usage (i.e., usage behavior) (Burton-Jones & Hubona, 2005; Hubona & Burton-Jones, 2002; Hubona & Geitz, 1997; Hubona & Kenick, 1996). Hubona's research is centralized around understanding usage behavior (UB) with the elimination of the behavior intention to use (BI) element. Hubona's research found various direct connections of external variables to perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitudes toward using, and usage behavior; thereby, discovering that belief constructs are not the sole influence on usage behavior. His research also re-validated the ‘attitudes toward using’ construct, which is also typically eliminated from TAM studies. A common theme in this particular body of research is the necessity of further investigation of the direct and indirect effects of
external variables to better understand the generalities of their influences (Burton-Jones & Hubona, 2005; Hubona & Burton-Jones, 2002; Hubona & Geitz, 1997).

**Theoretical Framework**

Essentially, TAM researchers neglect to evaluate the users’ perceived usability of system characteristics, and researchers neglect to evaluate users’ psychological characteristics when assessing users’ technology acceptance. Researchers want to understand the connection between the user and the technology and use this connection to predict users’ technology acceptance. Understanding the full user-system spectrum can help identify problematic characteristics that can be resolved in future technology design and implementation procedures. Furthermore, previous studies that evaluated the influence of self-efficacy on users’ technology acceptance did not assess whether users’ self-efficacy of a particular technology may play a part in users’ acceptance of that technology. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the main effects of users’ perceived usability and technology self-efficacy on their technology acceptance. This study will address the following two research questions:

- Can the variation in the TAM be better explained by adding usability metrics into the perceived ease of use element?
- Which is more influential to the TAM outcome, users’ technology self-efficacy or computer self-efficacy?

**Methodology**

**Hypotheses and Research Models**

To address the research questions, this study presents a research model for each of the following two hypotheses:

- **H1**: Redefining the perceived ease of use element to include users’ perceived usability will explain more variance and be more influential to the TAM elements of perceived usefulness and attitudes toward using.
- **H2**: Users’ technology self-efficacy will be more influential to explaining their technology acceptance than their computer self-efficacy.

**Hypothesis 1.** As previously mentioned, perceived ease of use represents the degree to which a technology will be free from effort, thus measuring the degree of users’ perceived understanding, mental effort, ease of use, and flexibility of a given technology (Davis, 1989). Venkatesh (2000) found PEU to be the primary driver in technology acceptance, adoption, and usage behavior. In his study, he evaluated the impact of objective usability on perceived ease of use. Unfortunately, objective usability does not account for the users’ subjectively perceived usability. However, identifying users’ subjective perceptions of a technology’s usability may provide more insight into understanding their technology acceptance.
To assess hypothesis 1, this study incorporates additional usability measures into the proposed model to assess the influence of usability on usage behavior. Accordingly, four usability measures (learnability, functionality, navigation, and memorability) are added to the perceived ease of use element, thereby creating the construct perceived ease of use + usability (PEUU). Learnability is the ease of learning how to learn the system, functionality refers to the satisfaction of the system’s incorporated features, navigation refers to the ease of operating the system intuitively, and memorability refers to the ease of remembering how to use the system. Figure 2 is the research model for Hypothesis 1, and the dashed arrows represent the relationships evaluated to address this hypothesis. This study evaluates both the original perceived ease of use and perceived ease of use + usability constructs to identify the benefit and possibility of subjective usability assessment in relation to technology acceptance. As research has proven and generalized that perceived ease of use directly influences perceived usefulness and attitudes toward using, this study does not present its connection to usage behavior.

Table 1 (p. 352) shows the individual questions for both the perceived ease of use and perceived ease of use + usability constructs. The constructs used a standard 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = moderately disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = moderately agree, 7 = strongly agree), which are the same measures from Venkatesh (2000). The five measures for the PEU and PEUU constructs were adapted from existing TAM studies, such as Venkatesh (2000). However, the additional four PEUU measures represent usability measures adapted from Preece (1994).
Perceived usefulness and attitude toward using measures. Perceived usefulness is the degree to which the user believes using a specific technology will increase his or her job performance. Thus, the perceived usefulness construct, as presented in Table 2, measures the degree of perceived performance, productivity, effectiveness, and usefulness of a given technology (Davis, 1989). The construct used a standard 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = moderately disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = moderately agree, 7 = strongly agree), which are the same measures from (Venkatesh, 2000).

The attitudes toward using element represents teachers’ feelings toward the technologies they are using. Thus, the attitudes toward using construct, as presented in Table 3, consists of five pairs of feelings evaluating the degree to which the user feels the technology is good, wise, favorable, beneficial, and positive (Davis, 1989). For each pair, the instrument asked individuals...
to rate the response items according to how they feel about using the technology on a 7-point semantic differential scale (i.e., good—extremely, quite, slightly, neutral, slightly, quite, extremely—bad).

As previously mentioned, actual system usage (i.e., usage behavior) and behavior intention to use are not presented in this paper because they are not directly affected by the evaluated independent variables. However, Holden (2009) found a direct connection of perceived ease of use + usability, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and attitudes toward using to usage behavior. Additionally, perceived ease of use + usability was found to have a stronger connection and explain more of the variance in usage behavior than perceived ease of use alone. (Holden, 2009)

**Hypothesis 2.** Figure 3 is the research model for Hypothesis 2, and the dashed arrows represent the relationships evaluated to address this hypothesis. As research has proven and generalized that computer self-efficacy directly influences perceived ease of use, this study does not present self-efficacy’s connection to perceived usefulness, attitudes toward using, or usage behavior. To further support Hypothesis 1, the influence of technology self-efficacy and computer self-efficacy on the perceived ease of use + usability is also investigated.

The computer self-efficacy construct for this study consists of 10 response items. The foundation for these response items, presented in Table 4 (p. 354), is directly related to the findings of Compeau and Higgins (1995) and Venkatesh (2000). As with most self-efficacy measurements, the construct used a 10-point Guttman scale (1 = not at all confident to 10 = totally confident) as described in Compeau and Higgins (1995). Venkatesh (2000) found direct influences of computer self-efficacy on perceived ease of use across three different populations. For this study, technology self-efficacy represents the user’s personal confidence toward successfully and purposefully using the technology itself. The researchers evaluated general computer self-efficacy and technology-specific self-efficacy to identify the influential differences of both self-efficacies on the TAM outcome. The only change in the technology-specific self-efficacy construct is the statement “I could complete any desired task using the technology if....”
This hypothesis does not assume that self-efficacy is the only or best external variable to predict perceived usefulness or perceived ease of use, as other external variables might be equally important. Hypothesis 2 addresses a user’s perceptions toward a particular technology relative to the user’s general perceptions of a computer. Some studies, such as Venkatesh (2000), evaluated the influence of users’ general computer perceptions on their technology usage but neglected to similarly evaluate these perceptions of a particular technology.

Subjects and Instrumentation
The target population for this study consisted of the teachers from two rural public school districts in Virginia, Accomack County and King William County. We selected these school districts as a matter of convenience and accessibility. Within these school districts, all students have access to numerous technologies and online programs to help them improve their academic achievement. All of the teachers have passed the state’s technology proficiency requirements and have many technologies available to them. The school districts believe technology can offer a profound opportunity for their educational communities (including the administrations, teachers, staffs, and students). Incorporation of technologies into educational practices will create more engagement for students of the digital age and strengthen the teacher–student relationship, as teachers are typically not a product of the digital age. Furthermore, technology integration will allow school district administration and staff to operate more efficiently and effectively. Thus, analysis of technology acceptance for each population within the educational community can help assess the productivity of current technologies and predict the adoption of future technologies. The sample population (n = 378) for this study was K–12 teachers, one aspect of the educational community, from both school districts. These teachers had various levels of personal and classroom technology use, teaching practices, grade levels, and subjects taught. Participation in the study was voluntary and based on teachers’ willingness to participate. Table 5 presents the frequency and percentage
distributions of the respondents’ demographics. Of the 378 surveys distributed to the teachers, 99 were returned, providing a response rate of 26.2%. The respondents consisted of 28 elementary, 11 middle, and 16 high school teachers. Of the 55 respondents, 83.8% of the respondents were females and 16.2% were males. The average age was 42 years old. The average years of teaching experience was 14.

This study implemented a survey to the targeted population in March 2008. The survey was divided into three sections, as presented in Table 6 (p. 356). The first section contains questions on the teachers’ demographics (i.e., gender, age, teaching experience, and grade level taught) and computer self-efficacy. These second section contains questions to identify the technologies teachers are currently using. This section asked participants to write down one of the technologies they had identified and use it to complete the third section of the survey. The third section contained questions on the participants’ perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitudes toward using, and technology-specific general self-efficacy toward the identified technology.

### Results and Discussion

The results are divided into two sections, the first of which provides the reliability analyses (i.e., Pearson’s correlations and Cronbach’s alpha) for each evaluated construct. The second section completes the hypotheses testing and validates the proposed research models using univariate and multivariate general linear modeling. Although previous studies have used structural equation modeling, it is not suitable when the underling variables are categorical and nonmetric (ordinal) data. As the data of this study is nonmetric and observes simultaneous impacts, generalized linear modeling was the best approach. Generalized linear modeling is a flexible statistical model that
incorporates normally distributed dependent variables and categorical or continuous independent variables.

**Reliability Analysis**

Table 7 presents the Cronbach’s alpha and Pearson’s correlations results for the evaluated constructs. The Cronbach’s alpha was statistically acceptable for all evaluated constructs, and the factor analysis showed all items within each evaluated construct belong to and measure the same concept. The correlation analysis reported constructs had positive, significant relationships ($p<.05$).

All of the constructs in this study are statistically reliable. We initially evaluated the constructs separately for both school districts to identify any differences among the school districts. After careful analysis, no major differences between the school districts in how their teachers accept and use job-related technologies were apparent.
Validity of Research Models

Hypothesis 1 results. Hypothesis 1 addressed whether perceived ease of use + usability will be more influential to the TAM than just perceived ease of use. Consequently, we evaluated the main effects of PEUU and PEU on perceived usefulness and attitudes toward using. According to the Pearson's correlations presented in Table 7, the relationship between PEUU and AT ($r=.677$, $p<.000$) was significantly stronger than the relationship between PEU and AT ($r=.652$, $p<.000$). Furthermore, the PEUU scale ($\alpha=.929$) was also slightly more reliable than the PEU scale ($\alpha=.899$). Table 8 (p. 358) presents the results of the GLM analysis for testing Hypothesis 1.

Analysis revealed large main effects of perceived ease of use on attitudes toward using ($F[24, 74] = 5.459$, $p<.001$, partial $\eta^2 = .639$) and perceived usefulness ($F[24, 74] = 2.987$, $p<.001$, partial $\eta^2 = .492$), which were both significant per Wilks' Lambda =.265, $F(24, 74) = 2.872$, $p<.001$, partial $\eta^2 = .486$). According to the adjusted R-squared, PEU explained 52% of the variance in teachers' attitudes toward using and 33% of their perceived usefulness of the technology. However, analysis revealed larger main effects of perceived ease of use + usability on attitudes toward using ($F[33, 65] = 4.373$, $p<.001$, partial $\eta^2 = .689$) and perceived usefulness ($F[33, 65] = 2.585$, $p<.001$, partial $\eta^2 = .568$), which were both significant per Wilks' Lambda =.169, $F(33, 65) = 2.782$, $p<.001$, partial $\eta^2 = .589$). According to the adjusted R-squared, perceived ease of use + usability (PEUU) explained 53% of the variance in teachers' attitudes toward using and 35% of the variance in their perceived usefulness of the technology. Combined with perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use explained 63% and perceived ease of use + usability explained 77% of the variance in attitudes toward using. As perceived ease of use + usability has a slightly stronger main effect (influence) than perceived ease of use, Hypothesis 1, which states PEUU is more influential to the TAM than PEU, is fully supported.

Interestingly, teachers’ perceived usability most highly correlated to their affective responses (attitude toward using the technology). This can lead us to the assumption that users’ cognitive perceptions of a system’s usability will significantly affect their affective responses toward the system, and other affective responses, such as mood and emotion, may play a part in the technology acceptance process. Although not hypothesized in this paper, perceived ease of use + usability, perceived usefulness, and attitudes toward using combined explained 73% of the variance in teachers’ usage behavior. These findings support the importance of perceived usability in the evaluation of technology acceptance and usage behavior.

Hypothesis 2 results. Hypothesis 2 addressed whether technology self-efficacy will be more influential to the TAM than computer self-efficacy. Consequently, we evaluated the main effects of CSE and TSE on perceived ease of use and
perceived ease of use + usability. According to Pearson’s correlations presented in Table 7, the relationship between TSE and PEU \((r=.438, p<.000)\) was significantly stronger than the relationship between CSE and PEU \((r=.238, p<.000)\). Furthermore, the relationship between TSE and PEUU \((r=.518, p<.000)\) was significantly stronger than the relationship between CSE and PEUU \((r=.247, p<.000)\). The reliability of the technology self-efficacy scale \((\alpha=.929)\) was also slightly higher than the computer self-efficacy scale \((\alpha=.916)\). Table 9 and Figure 4 present the results of the GLM analysis for testing Hypothesis 2.

Although the results in Table 9 indicate that computer self-efficacy has large main effects to perceived ease of use and perceived ease of use + usability, the multivariate tests \((\text{Wilks’ Lamba} = .267, F [43, 55] = 1.174, p=2.14, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .483)\) shows that these effects are not significant. Thus, in this study, computer self-efficacy did not have a direct influence on PEU
or PEUU. This is contrary to the findings of Venkatesh (2000), who found a significant impact of CSE on PEU. Unlike this study, which focuses on usage behavior, he focused on users’ behavioral intention to use a new system. Technology self-efficacy is the same as computer self-efficacy, except it focuses on the ability to perform tasks on the specific technology the participant identified rather than computers in general. Although Venkatesh (2000) concluded that computer self-efficacy will directly influence perceived ease of use both before and after system usage, perhaps computer general perceptions, such as CSE, may be more influential for predicting intentions to use than usage behavior.

The effect of technology self-efficacy on perceived ease of use was not significant; however, the analysis revealed a main effect of TSE on perceived ease of use +usability ($F_{[47, 51]} = 1.710, p<.05$, partial $\eta^2 = .612$), which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer Self-Efficacy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>2569.583</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>59.758</td>
<td>1.622</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEUU</td>
<td>5623.121</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>130.770</td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>118782.758</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>118782.758</td>
<td>3224.489</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEUU</td>
<td>293227.973</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>293227.973</td>
<td>3589.578</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>2569.583</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>59.758</td>
<td>1.622</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEUU</td>
<td>5623.121</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>130.770</td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>2026.074</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>36.838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEUU</td>
<td>4492.879</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>81.689</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>169134.000</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEUU</td>
<td>415620.000</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>4595.657</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEUU</td>
<td>10116.000</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Technology Self-Efficacy** |                   |                         |    |             |       |      |                     |
| Corrected Model     | PEU                | 2672.198                | 47 | 56.855      | 1.508 | .076 | .581                |
|                     | PEUU               | 6188.958                | 47 | 131.680     | 1.710 | .031 | .612                |
| Intercept           | PEU                | 112149.531              | 1  | 112149.531  | 2973.616 | .000 | .983                |
|                     | PEUU               | 276499.364              | 1  | 276499.364  | 3590.863 | .000 | .986                |
| TSE                | PEU                | 2672.198                | 47 | 56.855      | 1.508 | .076 | .581                |
|                     | PEUU               | 6188.958                | 47 | 131.680     | 1.710 | .031 | .612                |
| Error               | PEU                | 1923.458                | 51 | 37.715      |       |      |                     |
|                     | PEUU               | 3927.042                | 51 | 77.001      |       |      |                     |
| Total               | PEU                | 169134.000              | 99 |             |       |      |                     |
|                     | PEUU               | 415620.000              | 99 |             |       |      |                     |
| Corrected Total     | PEU                | 4595.657                | 98 |             |       |      |                     |
|                     | PEUU               | 10116.000               | 98 |             |       |      |                     |
was significant per Wilks’ Lambda =.157, $F(47, 51) = 1.618, p<.05$, partial $\eta^2 = .603$). As presented in Figure 4, the effect of computer self-efficacy on PEU and PEUU are not significant; however, technology self-efficacy had a significant direct effect on perceived ease of use + usability, but not on perceived ease of use. According to the adjusted $R^2$-squared, technology self-efficacy explained 25% and computer self-efficacy (though not significant) explained 21% of the variance in perceived ease of use + usability. Although not hypothesized, both self-efficacies (users’ subjective, cognitive beliefs) directly affected teachers’ affective responses (attitudes toward using the technology), thus supporting the importance of the relationship between cognitive and affective responses in predicting users’ technology acceptance.

Hypothesis 2, which states that technology self-efficacy is more influential to the TAM than computer self-efficacy, is supported with caution. Research has posed the expectation of computer self-efficacy to also directly influence PEU and PEUU, which did not occur in this evaluation. Venkatesh (2000) evaluated users’ behavioral intentions to use of various technologies. His findings suggest that “the initial drivers of system-specific perceived ease of use are largely individual difference variables and situational characteristics, whose effect becomes stronger with experience.” Unlike Venkatesh (2000), this study evaluated teachers’ technology acceptance of various technologies they are already using. Thus, if individual differences in variables’ influences are supposed to become stronger with use, it might make sense for teachers’ technology-specific general perceptions to be more directly influential to perceived ease of use than their general perceptions toward computers. Clearly, teachers have distinguishable differences in their views of technology and computers. Perhaps when teachers self-assess their acceptance and usage behavior of technology, it is necessary that they have a specific technology in mind, especially when answering the questions relating to external variables, such as self-efficacy, anxiety, and playfulness. Holden (2009) found that technology self-efficacy, anxiety, and playfulness directly influenced technology acceptance more than computer self-efficacy, anxiety, and playfulness (Holden, 2009). Teachers’ technology self-efficacy in this study had a higher influence on teachers’ technology acceptance than their computer self-efficacy. In essence, the influence of computer and technology-specific perceptions, such as self-efficacy, might vary across different populations and technologies.
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Figure 5 presents the overall results model of this research. We did not compute the arrow from TSE in the adjusted $R^2$-squared results of PU or AT, as it represents a user’s individual external characteristic, which will most likely change for different evaluations.

Conclusions

Previous TAM studies have focused on various user populations and technologies. Some studies observe the acceptance and use of one specific technology, whereas others focus on a type of technology (i.e., Web applications, educational technologies, etc.). Whereas some studies focus on validating the original TAM on different populations and technologies, others focus on extending the TAM to evaluate the impact of external variables on acceptance and usage. In general, they all suggest that perceived ease of use significantly influences perceived usefulness, and both perceived usefulness and ease of use significantly influence attitudes toward using or behavior intention to use. Additionally, they find that attitudes toward using or behavioral intention to use significantly influence actual technology usage or usage behavior. In some studies the attitudes toward using and/or the usage behavior are eliminated altogether. This study did not consider the behavioral intention to use element, as we focused on the usage behavior of currently used technologies.

Summary

This paper addresses two research questions. First, we considered the influence of perceived usability on teachers’ technology acceptance. Second, we addressed the influence of teachers’ technology self-efficacy on their technology acceptance. In sum, this research extends the currently accepted TAM by incorporating usability and contributes to our understanding of how and why teachers are using the available technologies.

The first research question sought to evaluate the influence of usability on teachers’ technology acceptance. This question relates to the benefit of
incorporating additional perceived usability measures into the perceived ease of use construct. Many software development companies do not have instructional design processes and evaluation procedures including teachers and/or students prior to distribution (Higgins et al., 2000; Mills, 2001; Sugar, 2001; Williams et al., 2004). Teachers are concerned about whether the design of educational software actually meets the instructional requirements for flexibility and attention to individual needs (Hinostroza & Mellar, 1993; Shiratuddin & Landoni, 2002), yet the amount of supported literature on the usability of educational software remains scarce (Williams et al., 2004). Proper usability of a given technology may aid in reducing teachers’ frustrations. Therefore, examining the perceived usability of technologies was an important segment of this study.

The need to explain more of the variance in the TAM suggests that the original perceived ease of use does not fully explain its targeted concept. The redefined perceived ease of use (perceived ease of use + usability) construct was more functional than the original perceived ease of use construct. This redefined construct is population independent and generalizable and will most likely yield similar results in future studies. The redefined perceived ease of use construct supports the importance, positive influence, and necessity of evaluating usability when investigating technology acceptance and usage behavior.

The second research question related to the impact of teachers’ technology and computer self-efficacies other than their technology acceptance. Unlike the results of Venkatesh’s (2000) study, computer self-efficacy did not significantly influence perceived ease of use in this study. However, technology self-efficacy did directly influence perceived ease of use and usability. The difference in the influences of self-efficacy between existing studies and this study is puzzling yet interesting. An important finding in this study suggests that the outcomes of these variables are population-dependent and possibly situation-based and will vary based on the targeted user population evaluated. Venkatesh (2000) found differences in the influences of external variables across populations. Additionally, Hubona and Burton-Jones (2005) found significant differences in the effects of individual difference variables across different technologies. Thus, the influences of external variables might not be generalizable and may vary depending on the population. This idea may be the reason why external variables have not been well investigated in many existing TAM studies. Nonetheless, they remain an important component in explaining the technology acceptance and usage behavior of the population in question.

Limitations of Study
This study has five limitations that may introduce biases. The first limitation relates to the technologies evaluated. This study used the proposed model to evaluate different technologies rather than one technology or technology in general. However, most existing studies use the TAM to measure one
technology at a time. In this study, we assumed that by evaluating different educational technologies, we can make generalizations about educational technologies. Evaluating these different technologies can create undesired variance in the dependent variables. A future study should measure only one technology or a category of technologies and not different technologies on the same sample for the one evaluation.

The second limitation relates to the data collection method. The survey measures subjective, self-reported usage rather than objectively measured usage. Subjective, self-reported usage means teachers identify the technology they address, and this may introduce selection biases. If teachers were assigned technologies to discuss, such measures would be more objective. The original intention was to investigate why teachers are not using the identified technologies; however, the survey would have been too long. As a result, this study assumes no biases exist between teachers who are and are not using technologies.

The third limitation relates to the data analysis. This study uses general linear modeling instead of structural equation modeling, which is the most common data analysis technique used in most existing TAM studies. Structural equation modeling is not suitable when the underlying variables are categorical and nonmetric (ordinal) data. Because the data of this study were nonmetric and observed simultaneous impacts, general linear modeling was the best approach. General linear modeling is a flexible statistical model that incorporates normally distributed dependent variables and categorical or continuous independent variables. However, the use of general linear modeling as a limitation in this study contributes to the lack of official evidence that general linear modeling is a better approach than structural equation modeling in TAM research. It might have added value to this study to use both data analysis techniques for the hypotheses testing.

The fourth limitation is common to all TAM studies and relates to the objective of the study. The data analysis shows only the variables that influence other variables and how strongly those influences are. It does not explain why these influences exist.

The last limitation pertains to the age of the TAM research papers that formulated this study. These papers were dated between the years 1989 and 2005, as preparation of this study began in 2006; however, more recent TAM studies might have addressed some of the concerns presented in this paper.

**Implications**

This study contributes to the field of evaluating users’ technology acceptance and usage behavior by providing three implications for future researchers. First, future researchers should strongly consider evaluating the impact of technology self-efficacy on acceptance and usage behavior of different populations and different technologies. Several studies support the importance of external variables on technology acceptance and usage, although the influences of these variables vary depending on the populations and evalu-
ated technologies. Thus, future researchers should be motivated to examine different populations’ external variables more closely. Identifying these variables is beneficial for understanding user issues and identifying ways to improve the evaluated technology. Furthermore, by incorporating additional usability metrics into the proposed model, researchers can identify where users have problems with the evaluated technology and what areas need to be improved to increase acceptance and usage.

Second, future researchers should also consider using the redefined perceived ease of use construct on different technologies and populations. The impact of this redefined construct should be generalized to other situations. Last, future studies should consider creating simulations and modeling techniques to mimic users’ responses. Simulations and modeling can be useful for identifying the reactions of the research model when changes in influences are introduced. For example, if technology self-efficacy is a significant influence on perceived ease of use and is increased (for example, by training), modeling this change would show how perceived ease of use has improved.

Moreover, this research contributes to the field by helping technology designers, researchers, and school districts. Technology designers and human–computer interaction researchers typically focus on user interface design and usability to enhance user acceptance. Although this research agrees with these focal points, our results suggest that other important factors, such as the external variables, that are not directly related to human–technology interactions that influence users’ acceptances of technology. These system-independent factors should be considered early in the designing and development phases and incorporated into end-user training methods (Venkatesh, 2000). Thus, technology designers and researchers should also focus on these system-independent factors in conjunction with human–computer interaction methods. This can ultimately lead to better methods of effectively combining technology acceptance and human–computer interaction techniques to positively influence usage behavior. Additionally, TAM researchers should consider using the redefined perceived ease of use (PEUU) construct on different technologies and populations for further evaluation. Future research is needed to support technology designers when developing potential technologies.

School districts can use the research model to help calculate the return on their investments of educational and instructional technologies. Typically, school districts purchase various technologies and present them to (and possibly train) their teachers. However, they rarely conduct evaluations of the use of these technologies after implementation. Using the research model can give school districts the opportunity to understand whether their technologies are being adequately or underutilized among their teachers. This model is different from other technology usage surveys because it shows the particular aspects of the technology that are a problem.
Additionally, school districts might increase teachers’ acceptance and use of current technologies by focusing on increasing the influential individual external factors, such as self-efficacy. For example, in this study, teachers’ technology self-efficacy toward the evaluated technologies was directly influential to their acceptance of such technologies. By increasing their technology self-efficacy, they might directly increase their acceptance and indirectly increase their usage behavior. Possible methods include training catered to increasing teachers’ general perceptions of the specific technology or creating an environment where teachers can collaborate about their experiences with the technology. This research could be also useful for school districts contemplating investment of new technologies. In sum, this study begins to bridge the gap between technology acceptance and usability research and evaluations. Closing this gap can help researchers and technology developers better understand what users want in their future technologies, thereby potentially increasing technology usage worldwide.
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